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ESMA field test in 2017 

• The field tests were designed by ESMA as a hands-on exercise in which 
IFRS consolidated financial statements of 25 European volunteer issuers 
were transformed into Inline XBRL according to ESMA’s draft ESEF 
specifications. 

• ESMA organised six on-site workshops that lasted 1.5 days each where 
XBRL experts provided by ESMA supported the participating issuers to create 
IFRS consolidated financial statements in Inline XBRL format. 

• In order to transform the annual financial reports to the Inline XBRL format, 
software tools were used. 
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UPM participated in ESMA field test in 2017

• What is iXBRL? 

• What are the IFRS and ESEF XBRL Taxonomies? 

• What are the ESEF Tagging Rules? 

• How may the mapping and tagging process look like? 

• What kind of tools are required?

• How much effort is needed from finance function?

• What’s the complexities?
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Global businesses – local presence

54
production plants 
in 12 countries

19,100
employees
in 46 countries

12,000
customers 
in 120 countries

90,000
shareholders
in 35 countries

25,000
b-to-b suppliers
in 75 countries

UPM’s sales by market 2017 

EUR 10 billion

13%
North America

62%
Europe

5%
Rest of the world

20%
Asia
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UPM today

UPM 
BIOREFINING

Pulp
Plantations
Biofuels
Sawmills
Wood Sourcing 
and Forestry

UPM 
ENERGY

Hydro-, nuclear-
and condensing power 
(incl. shares in energy 
companies)
Electricity production 
and trading
Optimisation services

UPM 
RAFLATAC

Label materials 
for product and 
information 
labelling

UPM 
SPECIALTY 
PAPERS

Fine and specialty 
papers in China 
and APAC

Labelling material 
globally

Packaging papers 
mainly in Europe

UPM 
COMMUNI-
CATION 
PAPERS

Extensive product 
range of graphic 
papers for advertising 
and publishing 
as well as home 
and office uses

UPM 
PLYWOOD

WISA® Plywood 
and veneer 
products

UPM Grada®

wood material

UPM
BIOCOMPOSITES
UPM ProFi
UPM Formi

UPM
BIOCHEMICALS
Chemical building blocks
Biomedical products
Lignin products

UPM
BIOMEDICALS
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Financial Statement Structure

6

Retirement benefit plans

Share-based payments

Forest assets

Energy shareholdings

Provisions

Hedges

Deferred taxes

6 Business Areas
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Extract from UPM Financial statements
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Phases of the field test

Preparation webinar 
1h

Familiarizing with 
materials

1d

Mapping of Financial 
statements against 
the ESEF taxonomy 

(in pdf) 2 days 

Hands on workshop 
to complete mapping 

in the tool 1,5d

Annual Report  Pre-work: Mapping the primary financial 
statements against taxonomy in pdf (or 
excel). 

 Data loading to the software by the 
technical experts.

 Finding matching taxonomy concept or 
extending if needed.

 Tagging data with matching concept, 
dimensions, period, unit, etc. in the report.

 Tagging financial statement by marking up 
numbers in primary financial statements or 
sections of notes and accounting policies 
with block tags.
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Tagging- comparing the content of the Annual Report 
with the terms defined in the XBRL Taxonomy

1.5 days and 222 
tagged items
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Every single value in primary financial statements must be tagged individually
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Notes and disclosures to the financial statement 
are tagged in blocks.
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UPM findings

• ESEF requirements - We were highly satisfied with the field tests and the test gave better understanding 
of the requirements.

• Hours involved in tagging iXBRL documents were reasonable. However, tagging in one and a half day 
was possible only with the very helpful support of designated iXBRL experts and consultants. In practice –
with no such support - it would have taken more time to tag the items or to solve technical iXBRL problems.

• iXBRL tagging cannot be done without deep knowledge in accounting rules and understanding the 
company’s financial statements. The appropriate interpretation of the accounting standards and initial 
mapping is the most important stage for ending up with good quality of iXBRL files.

• ESEF taxonomy in terms of ease of searching and browsing of its content was good. Extending the base 
taxonomy in a controlled way is essential to reflect the entity specific disclosures that can provide valuable 
information to data users.

• Notes and disclosures to the financial statement may be tagged in blocks. And this is really welcomed 
relief as not every figure has to be identified explicitly.

• XBRL is embedded in HTML and can be opened with any web browser. 
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Next steps

• The integration of XBRL in the financial reporting process as part of transition 
to digital reporting 
– Software solutions and additional technological competence demand from the 

company
– Tagging in-house vs. outsourcing (risks, controls, costs, efficiency)
– Dual filing in both individually designed PDF versions for Annual Reports in websites 

(in different languages) and structured XBRL format. 
– XBRL one of the output formats in addition to PDF, InDesign, etc.

• Data quality and assurance
– Auditing the XBRL report
– Validating the data (review if tagging outsourced)

Challenges for companies: Increase the speed with which financial 
information is prepared, reported and analysed and reduce the costs.




